Spellings
Year 5 - Group 1
Spelling pattern silent b
To be tested on Friday 14 September 2018
Word

Definition

bomb

a device that is designed to explode in order to injure or kill
people or to damage or destroy property
- unable to feel anything in a particular part of your body
because
of cold, injury, etc.
- unable to think, feel, or react normally because of something
that shocks or upsets you
- a leg or arm of a human being or animal
- a large primary branch of a tree
a building or chamber above or below the ground in which a dead
body is kept
a young sheep
the short, thick finger on the side of your hand

numb

limb
tomb
lamb
thumb

Spellings
Year 5 - Group 2
Spelling pattern silent b
To be tested on Friday 14 September 2018
Word

Definition

comb

- a flat piece of plastic or metal with a row of thin teeth that is
used for making hair neat
- a soft part on top of the head of some birds (such as chickens)
- lacking the human power of speech
- lacking intelligence
- to go up mountains, cliffs, etc., as a sport
- to move yourself in a way that usually involves going up or down
the short, thick finger on the side of your hand
a very small amount of something, usually food
a system of pipes that carries water through a building
an amount of money that you owe to a person, bank, company, etc.
to believe that something may not be true or is unlikely
- hard to notice or see : not obvious
- clever and indirect : not showing your real purpose
- unable to feel anything in a particular part of your body
because
of cold, injury, etc.
- unable to think, feel, or react normally because of something
that shocks or upsets you

dumb
climb
thumb
crumb
plumbing
debt
doubt
subtle
numbly

Spellings
Year 5 - Group 3
Spelling pattern silent b
To be tested on Friday 14 September 2018
Word
plumber

Definition

a person whose job is to install or repair sinks, toilets, water
pipes, etc.
climbing
the activity of going up, especially rocks or mountains
numbness
- unable to feel anything in a particular part of your body
because
of cold, injury, etc.
- unable to think, feel, or react normally because of something
that shocks or upsets you
dumbest
someone lacking intelligence the most
doubtful
feeling uncertain about something.
unsubtle
not obvious or blatant
honeycomb a structure of hexagonal, thin-walled cells constructed from
beeswax by honeybees to hold honey and larvae.
breadcrumb a very small amount of bread
entomb
to place in or as if in a tomb or grave.
aplomb
to give off great self confidence, poise and coolness
catacomb
an underground burial place, especially the galleries at Rome,
consisting of tunnels with vaults leading off them for tombs
succumb
to give up or give in to an overpowering force or an overwhelming
desire
subtlety
the quality or state of being subtle:subtle
- hard to notice or see : not obvious
- clever and indirect : not showing your real purpose
undoubtedly to not doubt or question, just accept
doubt
to believe that something may not be true or is unlikely

